Chapter 7: Awakening the Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra
You are not going mad, even if you at times feel a strong sense of bewilderment
and separation. You are in fact just rediscovering your freedom. So take it slow
and remember to check in with your center and always BREATHE. For your
conscious breath is what connects you to this amazing vehicle that you inhabit and
the two of you are not about to lose contact anytime soon, no matter how distant
and befuddled you might feel in the time ahead. Remember the reason you are here
is to accomplish this transition while still residing in your physical body.
What is it? The Pivotal Chakra or energy center is the pivot point that mirrors our chakra
system and dimensions which;
a. It strengthens our connection to Mother Earth or grounding.
b. It is our original inner connection to source. When I first focused on this chakra, I
kept getting the image of a belly button. Our soul immerged from source through this
Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra point.
c. It encompasses and connects us to the Elemental Kingdom which we have been
disconnected from eons ago and helps to balance out the Animal Kingdom and Plant
Kingdom. Many of you feel you already have a connection to the Elemental Kingdom
but it will even be a better and fulfilling connection then you already have.
Where is it? The Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra is located deep within the earth and varies in depth
from ½ a mile to a mile or more depending on the energy of the moment.
Why is it important? This inner connection to Source will provide us with additional nutrition
that our souls have been lacking for thousands of years. We were separated from this form of
nutrition that we have been starved from since we were transplanted here from various universes
or star systems. This is the next step in learning how to time travel and we are replacing the
outdated merkaba with a new mode of transportation. Also, by acknowledging and accepting the
Elemental Kingdom, we can work in partnership with these beings to assist Mother Earth in
raising her vibration and shift to a crystalline based system.
Why do we need it? It will strengthen our connection to Earth and help us stay centered and
balanced. We can’t wait to see how the connection to Source energy will affect us in the future.
Without awakening and activating the Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra, the ascension process for
Mother Earth would not happen in a timely fashion or be delayed for quite some time.
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Our friend Cyndi Dale, the author of New Chakra Healing, was in Seattle for a book signing for
her latest book. We had a chance to talk to her briefly about this new chakra and she verified the
existence of this chakra.

With the activation of this chakra, you may be transported to a chamber that is made up of
gray/blue to white crystals. This stone may be celestite. At this point we are not sure if this
chamber is part of this chakra or you gain access to this chamber once this chakra has been
activated for you. We have been going to this chamber during our quiet times or meditation to
get a better sense of its purpose. When in this chamber, it feels like a place that souls would go
to get rejuvenated or begin to restore the original connection to again receive the flow of energy
from source. This very special inner chamber has the same feeling of a very old library that is
just packed with old manuscripts on any subject that you would be interested in researching.
Once there and your desire is stated, it feels like you actually go to a specific place to receive and
learn the information that you were seeking. Almost like time travel or is it time travel? You
have the ability to travel in any direction without limitations.
In the midst of receiving this information the question came up again… “What does ascension
mean to you?” My answer in its simplest form is having a stronger connection to Source and
yet remain in the physical body. What does ascension mean to you? We truly believe that this
chapter of work will strengthen our connection to Source. Whatever benefits occur with this
awakening and connection is a bonus.
No matter what experiences you are going through focus on your intent, you may gain hope,
inspiration and courage to truly let go and allow Spirit to work its magic in your life. The road
of life is long and ever changing. You let things go and then they come back around. The
important thing for us is to remember to embrace these truths and remain authentic, release your
resistance to the change and allow your life to take its course. You must remain flexible but
discerning in your choices.
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In your discovery of finding your authentic self, do you have a tendency to make your
experiences complicated, keep things simple, or do you believe that life’s great mysteries need to
be complex and long-winded to find. Do think that anything worth having has to cost you time,
effort and money. What is going on in your personal life? Your own energy attracts experiences
that are unique sets of circumstances that are all truly a reflection of you. When you are in the
correct flow of source energy life is simple, free of complication and struggle.
Our world is governed by our Source Energy. In this world, life is simple. We are in the process
of making shifts and changes striving to make more room in our life to be simplified. We feel as
though we are in a constant state of change in search of discovering our truth. With the
activation of the Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra the true connection to the energy of source will be
restored to what it was when our soul was created.
You need to be more aware of how Spirit communicates with you with the activation of the
Pivotal (Infinity)Chakra. Information can come to you in many different ways and we just need
to be more aware of the messages and ways that we can develop our abilities, seeing, in dreams,
hear their thoughts, hear their voices, feel their presence, etc. It is nice to have someone in your
life that you can discuss the feelings and thoughts that you are experiencing that will not judge
you or call you crazy. I always like to keep alert to what my natural inclinations are. The body
is an excellent barometer of honest, authentic flow. As I am learning and begin to follow those
inclinations, the mind will frequently begin presenting a host of things, “I should be doing…” or
“have to get done…” The louder the ruckus in my mind, the more certain I become that my
body is subtly trying to show me something wonderful, to break old patterns and forge new
paths. As guilt and doubt begin to crowd around me, as I follow that energy on the way, I’ve
learned to become quite certain that hidden treasures lie ahead.
With the New Year, new energies, we really need to figure out who we are and to stand in our
truth and be more visible. We can no longer hide in the background. Again we say, you need to
focus on WHO you are and all aspects of you. While problems, natural or created by humans,
always occur, you best prepare by focusing on yourself. Problems can be external or internal,
but you will be in your greatest position of power and intuition to know how to handle these and
to be able to take your appropriate actions when you are connected to your own authenticity,
your own self. In this new age, things will become clearer and priorities will become more of a
focal point and sometimes earth changes can assist these new skills. To be connected to your
own authenticity is very powerful. Who you truly are is more than just your authentic self; it is
also your Source Energy. As your vibration is being raised it will unmask other denser energies,
such as the energies of stress or worry, leaving you with more of your sense of self.
In your day to day processes, a practice of mindfulness and meditation can create conscious and
loving behaviors in you and in turn those around you. When things around you begin to feel
chaotic, overwhelming or just dissatisfying, ask these questions:
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What am I projecting to others and my environment?
What am I thinking about this situation or person?
How can I change my thoughts and feelings about this to reflect love?
What am I really upset about?
What can I give to someone else that I feel I am lacking?
When you begin to clarify how you feel and shift to a place of love for yourself and others, you
will instantly see a shift of energy. Sometimes that means allowing others to feel angry, sad or
take time to be alone. Allow others the freedom to express themselves fully is the ultimate act of
love. If they are being abusive then it is up to you to stay centered and a safe distance from them
allowing them their process. Know you can’t change someone and accept you can only change
yourself.
Love is a force that connects us to every strand of the universe, an unconditional state
that characterizes human nature, a form of knowledge that is always there for us if only we can
open ourselves to it. Emily H. Sell
With the previous levels of work under our belt, so to say, we are learning to work more from
our heart-center. As we are learning to make this shift there are periods of time that we forget to
stay connected to Mother Earth and it feels like we are floating around bouncing from here to
there without any control what-so-ever. Remember as we expand into the universe we also need
to expand into the earth to remain physical in a multidimensional world. When this is learned
and mastered, the human souls will become more self-reliant and moving into alignment with the
divine. Law, for example, is moving into divine law. Medicine is moving into divine medicine.
Education is moving into divine education, and this applies to every field of human endeavor. In
other words, we are moving into heart-centered life. This is what we are raising our vibrational
frequencies into being.
Currently, the Merkaba that Drunvalo describes (a star tetrahedron, a three dimensional 8 pointed
star made from two spinning triangular pyramids, one pointing up and the down, harmonizing
male and female energy and is separate from our physical body) is made up of three small words
– Mer, Ka and Ba. Mer refers to a specific kind of light; Ka refers to the individual spirit’s
interpretation of its particular reality. Ba is usually defined as the body or physical reality. The
word merkaba has been translated from other languages to mean vehicle, chariot, ride,
wagon, conveyance or railroad.
The Zulu tribe in Africa described the Zulu word Merkaba as meaning a space/time/dimension
vehicle. The Zulu legend handed down throughout history stated that their entire tribe had come
from another dimension here to Earth using the Merkaba. It seems like this is the Merkaba or
vehicle that we want to duplicate since the physical body was transported.
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The ascension process is the process of raising the vibration of the physical body, mind, heart
and spirit to completely integrate into one pattern of light. The merkaba or star tetrahedron is not
the right vehicle to do this. Up until now, this vehicle has worked to some extent but we have
been told and shown that some changes need to be made in order to take us where we desire to
go. At this point in time we know that proper breathing, meditation (intent), less dense physical
body, along with the vibration of love are things we must master to accomplish our goal but
something was missing.
In the movie, “Back to the Future”, the flux capacitor along with a jolt of lightning with the car
traveling at 88 mph allowed Michael J. Fox to travel through time. A transporter, in the Star
Trek series is a fictional machine. Transporters convert a person or object into a pattern (a
process called dematerialization), then "beam" it to a target, where it is reconverted a person or
object back into matter (rematerialization). Another movie, “Bill and Ted’s Excellent
Adventure”, featured a phone booth for their mode of transportation. The Tardis (in Doctor
Who) was a 1950’s style London police box, transported the Time Lord back and forth through
time. H. G. Wells is considered to be the father of time travel. He first published in 1895 a time
machine that had the ability to move in small increments or large spans of time.

The question now is, “What is our Merkaba?” Our merkaba will be taking our body with
us and that is what this chapter of work is about.
As we are shifting and expanding trying to find our way through the void, do not berate
yourselves whenever you feel yourself falling under the spell from the void. It is a powerful
place and it can leave you feeling almost powerless. Know that this is not true, as you have all
stepped into your powers, but as you have yet to be allowed to “touch ground” with your new
home, your powers will seem to be almost nonexistent at the moment. That is about to change,
as you will all be allowed to send your energy down into the new earth that awaits you and then
you will start to feel how your powers will start to make themselves heard again. This is not a
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signal that you are disconnected from it all because of your actions or inactions in any way, far
from it. This step into the void is an important part of the process for you need this period to
reboot and rewind after that long immersion into the third dimensional world before you literally
reconnect with your true self, but also with your new multidimensional home. Go easy on
yourself and let yourself rant and rave, don’t hold back on any old emotional patterns that arise,
so just let them pass through you in order to let of some of the steam of frustration that has built
up in this holding pattern you are currently in.
Remember as we are shifting and changing within the physical etheric, mental and emotional
bodies at an atomic cellular level not only within humanity but this is also being mirrored in the
physical etheric, mental and emotional strata of Mother Earth. OUR first step is to be willing to
consciously and deliberately participate in the transformation of our carbon-based cells into the
crystalline-based cells so our bodies can channel more light and higher vibrations.
The second step involves helping and assisting Mother Earth with her transforming her carbonbased sells into the crystalline-based cells. This can only be accomplished by healing the
schism (A split or division between strongly opposed sections or parties, caused by
differences in opinion or belief) that exists between humanity and the Elemental Kingdom.
This chapter of work repairs the connection between the Elemental Kingdom and Humanity. We
have a strong connection to the Plant and Animal Kingdoms but our vibration has not been to the
point that we have had the ability to connect to the Elemental Kingdom. You may think that you
have had a strong connection in the past but it existed in your realm of wishful thinking.
What is the Elemental Kingdom? There is a group of Elementals for each of the elements –
Earth, Air, Water and Fire. Paracelsus was responsible for the names of the Elementals. He was
a Swiss physician, alchemist mystic and medical critic who was born in 1493. He is considered
the most original medical thinker of the 16th century and was believed to be far ahead of all other
medical scientists of his time. Paracelsus believed universities didn’t teach everything needed to
become a good physician and that experience was more valuable than the dry scholasticism of
ancient tomes. Paracelsus was a believer in supernatural things, intuition and the invisible causes
of illness. His major work was in reconciling the art of healing with Christian and Pagan
religion, studying the philosophy of spiritual substance warning his contemporaries that to divide
therapy from religion was grave error in judgment. He believed the advancement of practical
therapy depended upon a continuous exploration of the invisible side of nature, a search for
causes and the realization that man was not simply a physical creature but a living soul whose
internal attitudes could profoundly affect his health. He stated “The Elementals are not properly
spirits, because they have flesh, blood and bones; they live and propagate offspring’s; they eat
and talk, act and sleep. They are beings occupying a space between men and spirits, resembling
men and women in their organization and form and resembling spirits in the rapidity of their
locomotion.” He also stated, “All life is built up from a protoplasmic mixture of carbon (earth),
hydrogen (water), oxygen (air) and nitrogen (fire). Each element has a material (fixed and
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vaporous (mobile) substance. Every created being has two bodies. One is visible and material
and the other invisible and transcendent. This includes the Earth itself, whose etheric body is our
Mother and from whose substance we are built.
Most of humanity does not even realize that there is intelligence in matter. The Elemental
Kingdom is responsible for out picturing the thoughts of humanity to include feelings, words,
actions, beliefs and behavior patterns in the physical world of form. The intent of this service is
to allow us to experience in a tangible way the results of what we are co creating. By
reconnecting with the elemental kingdom one aspect of this reconnection is to remember the
sacred knowledge that we all clearly knew and understood prior to this embodiment. It has taken
a long time to remind and awaken Humanity about the Elementals who have volunteered to
assist us in learning to be co creators during Mother Earth’s process. We must help with this
multidimensional process or the ascension process will be delayed.
Could the disconnection from the Elemental Kingdom be the missing piece to understanding the
“Theory of Everything?” Some of the thrill that came with the announcement that the human
genome had been mapped or the idea that we are close to understanding the “Big Bang” rests in
our innate human desire for completeness and totality. But most of these comprehensive theories
fail to take into account one crucial factor: We are creating them. It is the biological creature
that fashions the stories, that makes the observations and that gives names to things. Therein lies
the great expanse of our oversight, that science has not confronted the one thing that is at once
most familiar and most mysterious – consciousness.
By reuniting and connecting to the Elemental Kingdom we believe biologists and physicists may
look at things in a more basic simplified nature. At this point there is nothing in modern physics
that explains how a group of molecules in a brain creates consciousness. The beauty of a sunset,
the taste of a delicious meal, these are all mysteries to science – which can sometimes pin down
where in the brain the sensations arise, but not how and why there is any subjective personal
experience to begin with. Nothing in science at this time can explain how consciousness arose
from matter. Our understanding of this most basic phenomenon is virtually nil. Interestingly,
most models of physics do not even recognize this as a problem.
As Humanity and Mother Earth learn to work more closely together and transform into a
crystalline-based cell structures information can flow into the mental and emotional strata of
Earth and it will be readily available to anyone who is willing to lift up in consciousness and
listen to his or her heart. You will have the ability to ask your inner knowing to reveal to you
your part of this Divine Plan and respond according to your Hearts Call.
Earth Chakras --Caretaking the Soul of Mother Earth
Just as you have energy centers in your body called Chakras, so too does Mother Earth.
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As we walk upon the earth, we walk upon a living being more similar to ourselves than we
imagine. Just like us, the earth has both a physical body and an energetic body, complete with a
chakra system identified by ancient mystics and modern scientists alike. Mother Earth is a living
entity in her own right that has her own life force and her own path of unfolding, separate from
us, but including us. Human beings and Mother Earth are intertwined on every level, not just the
physical, and an awareness of her chakras can help us to acknowledge, heal, and enable her on
her path, just as she selflessly returns the favor to us.
It is generally agreed that Mother Earth has seven major chakras distributed evenly across her
body and connected to one another via two lines of energy that intersect at various points on the
earth.
The first chakra is located at Mount Shasta in Northern California;
The second is in Lake Titicaca in South America;
The third chakra is in Uluru-Kata Tjuta in Australia;
The fourth chakra resides in Glastonbury in England;
The fifth chakra is at the Great Pyramid in Mount of Olives;
The sixth chakra is in Kuh-e Malek Siah in Iran, and
The seventh chakra is in Mount Kailas in Tibet.
In addition to her seven major chakras, she has minor chakras and other vortexes of energy that
are significant to her life-energy systems and all these energy centers need caretaking. Just as we
can heal ourselves through our own chakras, we can heal and support Mother Earth through hers.
While it would be a wonderful experience to visit one of the earth’s chakras, you can always
participate in loving and healing Mother Earth wherever you are. Maintaining an awareness of
the regions in which her chakras reside can be very powerful. You may have photos of the
various locations, sending healing energy to each of her chakras during your meditations or
whenever you are drawn to do so. As you consciously connect your energy system to her energy
system, the true meaning of groundedness reveals itself—it is a relationship with Mother Earth in
which we acknowledge our calling as the caretakers of her soul.
Remember whatever is happening with Mother Earth (storms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
tornadoes, flooding, wind, fires, extreme temperatures, droughts, avalanches, mud slides, etc.) is
also mirrored with our physical body and vice versa.
So, what are the benefits of this chapter of work?
1. Our Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra will be awakened/activated.
2. It will strengthen our connection to Mother Earth.
3. The next step in learning how to time travel with the new merkaba.
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4. Restore our inner connection to Source.
5. Connects us, Humanity to the Elemental Kingdom which balances out the Plant
Kingdom and Animal Kingdom.
Cost is...........
Chapter 7: Awakening the Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra $1500...
Chapter 7: Awakening the Pivotal (Infinity) Chakra with 1 month of 3 C's (Consulting,
Counseling, Coaching) : $1700
Let us know at drsmick@gmail.com... this one is the most time consuming of any we have done
so far... This chapter, by far, has been the most difficult to write up and understand AND the
most life changing for us.
Loren is also offering a piece of jewelry to help facilitate Chapter 7... The stone is Quartz
Elestial... and has been used to assist all the processes in this work. The pictures below are some
he has created.... (the cost will depend on the size of the stone, they are quite rare and difficult to
find.- Diane's stone is less than 1 inch tall, 1/2 to 3/4 inch wide...Loren's is 2 inches by 1 inch;
The third one) is 1 1/2 inches wide by about 1 inch tall....prices will vary from $50 to $80 and
each one uniquely made for you).
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